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FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION TECHNICIAN  
 
 
This is technical work involving the verification and audit of the identification and characterization of 
subject persons through records search and fingerprint classification. 
 
Employees review and verify identifications of inked and/or live scanned fingerprint impressions to audit 
original classifications through a process of classifying the prints reviewing discrepancies in procedure.  
Work flows from original fingerprint classifiers and is verified prior to filing in the criminal history files 
and audited as a second verification before released to requesting agencies.  Employees have the 
responsibility for review of the classification and procedures and for clarifying or determining accuracy 
through discussions with superiors. Employees perform related work as required. 
 
I. DIFFICULTY OF WORK: 
 
Complexity- Employees classify, search, place in sequence and file inked fingerprint impressions to 
verify and audit the identifications.  Impressions include combinations of patterns necessitating fine 
classifications and specialized super extensions that may require clarifying differences in opinion. 
Employees advise contributors in better fingerprinting procedures or recommend further training. 
 
Guidelines - Work is performed under the direction of departmental and division policies and 
procedures and guidelines established for the classification of fingerprints. Changes in procedures 
require discussions with the unit supervisor. 
 
II. RESPONSIBILITY: 
 
Accountability - Employees are responsible for assuring that information received from contributors is 
searched and classified accurately prior to submission to the state and federal criminal information 
systems. Employees perform the reviews to verify and audit prints before entering the system or being 
released to the law enforcement agencies. 
 
Consequence of Action - Information submitted to the state and federal criminal information systems 
may be accessed by various state and federal law enforcement agencies. Criminal information and 
prints must be classified properly to identify appropriate persons and avoid mismatching of individuals. 
 
Review - Employees perform verification reviews and audits of fingerprint classifications and matches. 
Work is not routinely reviewed by superiors except to clarify discrepancies found in the review process. 
 
III. INTERPERSONAL COMMNICATION: 
 
Subject Matter - Employees have contact with contributors in local law enforcement offices to explain 
the return of fingerprint cards, with applicants or walk-in inquiries regarding criminal history files, and 
with other technicians and unit supervisors to resolve procedural or classification problems. 
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Purpose_ - Communication is to provide guidance to contributors in working out problems with 
fingerprint cards or to explain procedures or privacy issues to patrons. Contact with other technicians 
and unit supervisors is to explain discrepancies found in the review process and determine appropriate 
procedures to follow in resolving the situations. 
 
IV. WORK ENVIRONMENT: 
 
Nature of Working Conditions - Work is performed in a typical office setting and requires strict attention 
to detail. 
 
Nature and Potential of Personal Hazards - Employees are not routinely exposed to personal hazards. 
 
V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS: 
 
Knowledges, Skills and Abilities - Thorough knowledge of the procedures and interpretations used in 
the classification of fingerprints. Knowledge of the laws pertaining to confidentiality of personal 
information. Skill in editing fingerprint cards to assure acceptability. Ability to perform tedious, repetitive 
work requiring sustained and continuous visual attention. Ability to establish and maintain effective work 
relationships. 
 
Training and Experience Requirements - Graduation from high school, completion of an acceptable 
course in fingerprint science, and one year of experience in fingerprint classification and identification; 
or an equivalent combination of training and experience.  Degrees must be received from appropriately 
accredited institutions. 
 
Training and Experience Requirements for Trainee Appointment  -  Graduation from high school or 
equivalency and demonstrated aptitude for performing technical but repetitive work with a high degree 
of accuracy.  Degrees must be received from appropriately accredited institutions. 
 
Special Note – This is a generalized representation of positions in this class and is not intended to 
identify essential functions per ADA.  Examples of work are primarily essential functions of the majority 
of positions in this class, but may mot be applicable to all positions. 


